Given a rooted tree with values associated with the n pertices and a set A of 'directed paths (queries), we describe an algorithm which finds the maximum value of every one of the given paths, and which uses only ,in+n log jA/+n romparisons.
Introduction

1.
Finding the minimal spanning tree in an undirected network is a well-researched area of computer science. The classical algorithms of Kruskal and Prim have been modified and improved several times. For a study of several spanning tree algorithms, see Cheriton and Tarjan (1976) .
The best known result has been the O( 1 E ~ loglog I V 1) algorithm of Yao (1975) 
until recently.
A few weeks agcl, Fredman and Tarjan (1983) developed a method which applies to both the shortest path and the spanning tree problems. leading to a n O( E 1 / 3 ( 1 E 1,l V 1 ) ) algorithm for the latter one: where a(m.n) min {i log(')n m n > On the other hand. the only verification result we know of is the O( E a ( E . b ) ) algorithm of Tarjan (1979) ; (here a is t h e in\ crw 4rherrnann function).
Here we describe a n algorithm which finds maxima over carious paths of a tree, which leads to a minimal spanning tree verification algorithm with a h e a r number of comparrsons.
n e want t o emphasize. however. that the onlj cost we deal with is the total number of comparisons made. for we could not find a n effective implementation with a linear overhead cost. In other words. our result is of an information theoretical nature.
We remark t h a t the problem is a particular instance of the following the generdl question that is discussed in
(Q) Given a n n element set E : (el> ..., en), and a list of m subsets of { I 2 ..... n}. L = (S, ,..., Sm). Of course, sorting the whole list E provides all the necessary information for finding all m i (overhead is not counted!), but one would hope for an algorii hn-i using only O ( m + n) comparisons.
Fredmari proved (sec Graliarii- Yao-Yao (1980) .4 family of paths on trees provides enough structure to make the probleni easier t.o a f t a r h .
The general qucstion Q is still unanswered.
2.
Given a n undirected network G (a graph with n vertices, e edges and real values associated with the edges) and a spanning tree T of G , we want to test whether T is minimal among all spanning trees of G .
0272-5428/ 84/0000/ 020 1$0 Thus, we only need to know. for all outside x, the maximum value on the path C, -x1 so t h a t we can compare this maximum with the value of x. Note that C, -x consists entirely of edges of T.
Let us root T by a leaf of T, and consider it a directed tree with edges directed away from the root. Any path of T is the union of at most two directed paths, and so it is sufficient to find the maxima on the directed "half-paths" corresponding t o the outside edges.
By reassigning the values of the edges to their lower endpoints (and deleting the root), we get a more attractive model, in which the valiies are associat,ed with the vertices.
Whatever cost we obtain for this directed path problem, we only need 2(e-n-1) extra comparisons for the spanning tree verification problem.
is a rooted tree with edges directed away from the root. We will present a solution using less t.han c = 5n + n log JALE comparisons.
Note t h a t C << ! A 1 for 1 A ~ : , > n. thus the linear term O(e) for the tree verification problem ( j A ! e -n + l ) comes from the comparisons made between the maxima in A and the outside edges.
The paper is structured as follows. First we will describe two completely different algorithms for t,n o particular cases: when T is a string ($1, this is even implenient,able) and when T is a full branching tree ( $ 2 ) . and then we will show how a general tree can be interpreted as a mixture of these two extremes.
When T is a string
In other words, we have a n array, [f(i); 1 < i 6 n], and want to find maximums over inbervals lf(i); s 6 i 6 t].
Although there are ?;I) such intenals. we give an algorithm that uses less than 2n comparisons, and still can find the answers for all cn2 queries (with a bounded overhead per query 1.
This easy part of our algorithm may be folklore. but we could not trace it in the literature.
Symmetric order heaps
Given an array [f(i); 1 f i < n], we construct a binary tree SH on n nodes with the following properties:
1.
2.
f(i) is assigned to node v I of SH SH is a heap; i.e. vl > v, implies f(i) 3 f(j)
3. vi are in symmetric order; i.e.. if vj belongs t o the left (right) subtree of v i then j < i ( j > i) .
Clearly, these properties uniquely determine SH, namely the root, of SH must be f(m) = a f(i), and the elements f(i), 1 6 i c m (f(i). m < i $ n ) should form the left subtree (right, subtree) of v m : proceed recursively inside these subtrees.
Once the tree S:H has bren constructed, finding the maximum over a subarraj f(i); s s i s t , reduces to determining the lowest, common ancest.or of v5 and v , . Hare1 (1980) has a n ingenious algorithm which. after an O(n) cost preprocessing, will process any number of lowest common ancestor queries for a constant cost each.
I~i < n
Construction of the tree SH
The binary tree SH will be represented by the standard LEFTCHILD (LC) and RIGHTCHILD (RC) arrays.
Definition. The right shouldcr of a binary tree is the
., S(k)] of nodes of the tree in which S(o) is the root of the tree, and S(i) is the right child of S(i-1).
For an easier formal description, we will use a n auxiliary node v, , with value f(o) = t o o , and SH will be the right subtree of vo. Starting with this V,, we insert the elements of f(i) into the tree one-by-one, by keeping track of not only the tree structure (LC,RC) but also the right. shoulder array S. We compare the new value f(i) with the stack values f(S(j)), j = k,k-1. .... until we find an f(S(j)) 3 f(i).
Then we remove the subtree T with roots S(j+l) from S(j), add a new node vi (with value f(i)) t o the tree as the new right child of S(j), and attach the above T back as the left subtree of vi.
It is clear that both the symmetric order and the heap property are preserved.
The formal descrisption uses the arrays
: i 5 n:,
P7hen T is a full branching tree
A rooted tree is a full branrhing tree, if all leaves are o n the same level and non-leaves have a t least 2 children. For a full binary tree, processing all path-queries has a cost R (n log logn), so here we have to restrict our attention t o the set A of actual queries.
Let A(y) be the set of actual queries which go through y:
and A'(y) the set of restrictions of these paths t o the interval
,Y I.
Starting with the root, we go down level by level and successively find the maximums over all paths in the sets A*(y).
Assume t h a t we know these maximums down to the i-th level, and let us find the maximums on paths in A*(y) for a y on level i + l . If y is the parent of y, then we know the max- is a t least as large as maximum on p ( x ' ,~) if x > x'), we can simultaneously compare f(y) with them using binary insertion.
Cost G log (A(y) + 1)1.
Write L , for the set of nodes on level i, and 1, = I L, ). For a full branching tree, 1, < 1, and thus for the entropy
Since L i is an antichain, the sets A(y), y E L i are pairwise disjoint, thus Jensen's inequality leads to Thus, we get for the t,ot,al cost:
< n + n log /Al+n + li log 2 4 < 3n + n log 1A;+n
General T Scalping a rooted tree
The scalp of a tree T is defined as
The subgraph of T spdnned by S ( T ) splits i n t o vertex-disjoint paths (of length 2 0) called hairs or fringes. For a given i, 1 < 1 < k, and a vertex v TI, we define the root of v zn T, ds the element
We will write R for the set of all roots:
S(Tl-l), the "natural" root R , ( v ) will be denoted by I R = {U j R , ( v ) = u for some i,v
Clearly, R = U I deg(u) 2 2 . (Note t h a t t h e root of the whole tree in the traditional sense need not be in R.)
T h e restriction of A (actual queries) t o T, is defined in t h e natural way (by restricting t h e paths in A t o Ti), and is denoted by A i . We also define A'(y) = A i ( y ) for y t S(T;) . For an element U E S(Ti): t,he set
is called t h e court of U.
coloring its elements with k colors.
Now we are going to partition R by
T h e elements of S(T,) fi R get color 1 . Having colored t h e elements of
we color the elements of S(T;) n R as follows: U gets the smallest color (srnallwt positive integer) t h a t does not appear in its court C(u).
Clearly, in the obtained coloring an element in S ( T J n R gets a color not exceeding i.
We will write R i for the set of U E R with color i. R, for the set of leaves of To. r i for ! R ; ~. and r for ~ R ~.
The following crucial lemma will be proved at the end of the paper.
Lemma 2.
A ) For any fixed i 3 1, the sets A + ( y ) , y E R i , 
The Algorithm
We start with the decomposition
Since ever! sc,alp S(Ti) represents a disjoint union of paths, \:(T) is decomposed i n t o disjoint. sets. each of which spans a (directed) pat,h of T .
Perform SYMHEAP on each of these sets. Total cost is less than 2n. Next, starting with A,, we will inductively find the answers for all queries in A i . i = k,k-1, ...> 0 (A, = A is the original set of queries:l.
For i -k , t h e t.ree T, is but a string, and SYMHEAP provided us with t h e maximum on all possible paths of T,.
Having answeretd all queries in ,4i+l, we proceed to get 1 y E R ,
Here we may deal with different restrictions of the same path.
so multiplicities may ocrur. By part A of Lemma 2, however.
we can use the above estimation for the inner sums:
The exponential decay of the sizes r i does the rest (part B of Lemma 2):
J A l t r r 3r + r log Now m + r = n, thus (using r < n,/ 2 and the log-sum To get the exponential decay. it remains to apply the following simple fact: In a n y rooted tree, the number of vertices of degree 2 2 is less than the number of leaves.
Proof of Lemma 3. For i = 1 the statement is trivial.
Assuming its validity for all values less than a certain i, let us prove it for i.
We know t h a t a leaf U of T; (actually any vertex of Ti)
has a child in Ti-l, thus there is a leaf v of Ti_l such t h a t R i ( v ) = U . Since (by induction) the color of v is i-1: and C ( v ) (a subset of C ( u ) ) contains all colors {1$2, ..., i-2}, U must have color 2 i. But U E S(Ti), so its color cannot exceed i, t h u s it is i.
Furthermore. a n y vertex U E R i has (by definition) a ver- 
